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Sudanese Adviser Oversees
Response to Darfur Conflict
KHARTOUM, Sudan — He’s accused of
torturing enemies, cozying up to Osama
bin Laden in the 1990s and plotting to assassinate Egypt’s president.
But presidential adviser Nafie Ali Nafie
says his moderation and pragmatism won
him his latest assignment: overseeing the
Sudanese government’s response to the
conflict in Darfur.
“I was picked for this because I’m a mild
person,” said Nafie, maintaining a wary
smile and unflappable demeanor throughout an 80-minute interview in his office.
“Nafie is viewed by many as one of the
most influential and brutal security officials in Sudan,” longtime Africa analyst
Ted Dagne said.
Now, this son of a sesame farmer who got
his doctorate in plant genetics at the University of California, Riverside, might hold
the key not only to Darfur, but also to the
future of Sudan’s Islamist cadre, in which
his power is seen as second only to President Omar Hassan Ahmed Bashir.
“He is first among equals in terms of
policy decisions in the regime,” said John
Prendergast, an Africa adviser in the Clinton administration who now runs the antigenocide Enough Project.
In his Khartoum office recently, Nafie,
61, deflected questions about his personal
views or policy recommendations on Darfur and other hot-button issues, preferring
to stay behind the ruling party’s official
line, which he says is reached by consensus.
“This process of always trying to group
us into tough guys and reasonable guys
isn’t good,” he said. “I don’t like to personalize things.”
But analysts and diplomats said Nafie is
often the one who puts on the brakes when
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World & National News
it comes to international relations. He opposed allowing U.N. peacekeepers into
Darfur and believed that the ruling party
gave up too much power in signing a 2005
U.S.-brokered peace treaty that ended a 21year civil war with southern rebels.
He insisted that he never wanted control
of what the government calls the “Darfur
file.” It landed on his imposing 10-footwide desk after a car accident killed the
government’s previous point person.
He said Darfur’s death toll, which the
government estimates at 10,000 people,
was the price of the insurgency.
“If you say some of those who fought
with the government also committed
atrocities, again this is possible in a war,
when somebody is not well-organized. But
nobody can claim that this was a deliberate
strategy of the government.”

dom of speech or religion.”
Former President Chen Shui-bian, whose
eight-year tenure was marked by anti-China policies, mercurial decision-making
and several corruption scandals, joined
the march. People snaked for several miles
over a three-hour period Saturday afternoon, ending near the presidential palace.
Under Ma’s initiative, China and Taiwan
held talks on improved relations in June,
the first in almost a decade. Better transport links have been promised, and the
president told Taiwanese military leaders
last week there would be no war with China during his four-year term.

Traditional Campaigning
Through Attack Ads
WASHINGTON — They raise money

Protesters in Taiwan
Oppose Chinese Control
BEIJING — Tens of thousands of protesters in Taipei, Taiwan, on Saturday
marched against an upcoming visit by a
senior Chinese envoy, fearful that China is
trying to assert control over the island.
The demonstration, organized by Taiwan’s opposition Democratic Progressive
Party, presents a challenge to President Ma
Ying-jeou, who has made improved trade,
political and cultural relations a cornerstone of his administration.
Protesters, some wearing “Defend Taiwan” or “Stop Selling Taiwan!” T-shirts,
criticized Ma for making too many concessions to China, moving too quickly and
endangering the island’s unique identity.
“We’re against being together with China,” said Yeh Tsai-chu, 54, a businessman
living in Taoyuan near Taipei. “We fear we
will be like China one day, with no free-

through text messages and release videos
directly to the Internet, but Sens. Barack
Obama and John McCain are relying on
the old-fashioned U.S. Postal Service to
deliver that staple of a presidential campaign’s final weeks: the attack ad.
During the past month, the two presidential campaigns and their allies have
bombarded voters in swing states with one
contemptuous brochure after the next. A
review of two-dozen direct-mail advertisements sent on behalf of Obama or McCain
documents a below-the-radar battle in
which the public message of the candidates
becomes something more spiteful, more
exaggerated and often more ominous.
McCain and Obama disparage the opposing side’s attacks as unfair even as they
approve more mailings of their own because direct mail has a 30-year history of
swaying voters late in elections.
— The Washington Post and Los Angeles Times
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Students Raise Money For School in Ghana
By AMY PASSARETTI
The Breeze

For more than 1,000 Ghanian children,
the idea of having a full sheet of paper to
write on, having their own full-sized pencil
to use and ultimately receiving better education is their biggest dream. Several JMU
students want to make that dream a reality.
“We take all of these things for granted;
we have pencils, we have pens, we have
notebooks,” said Tina Wolf, a senior psychology and sociology major. “These kids,
their notebooks are falling apart. They
fight over the remainder of a one-inch pencil, they have nothing but they still have a
smile on their faces.”
The Glona Charity Group was started
after 24 students and three faculty members spent a month taking classes and volunteering at schools in Accra, Ghana, that
run a child literacy program for underprivileged children in the Labadi community,
for a short-term study abroad program.
“These kids are incredible and they
deserve more than what they’re getting,”
Wolf said.
The objective of the Glona Charity
Group is to raise money to help the school
build a new school. Right now the Glona
Healthcare and Vocational Academy is using four classrooms on borrowed land at
St. Paul’s Junior High School in Labadi and
could be kicked off at any time. They also
provide these children with healthcare
services to educate them on basic hygiene
and provide healthcare prevention and
checkups. Everyone who works, teaches
and helps run the school is a volunteer.
The group wants to assist in establishing
Glona’s own building and classrooms.
The community has already donated
land to use, the school just needs to register it and build on it, which would cost
no more than $20,000. The unofficial JMU
group hopes to raise this money, which
will allow the Glona Academy to eventually build its own credit and establish its
own loans, with the help of a micro financial loan organization, Kiva, that provides
financial services to the poor.
“We’re not trying to just give them a
handout and build this school for them,”
Wolf said. “We want to help them grow.
We want this to be a lasting effect, not just
something that happens once”
The object of this type of zero-percent
loan is that through Kiva, JMU students

can secure where the money goes and how
it is used by Glona, who will eventually pay
back the money to Kiva with the ability to
reuse it for other causes. This will ultimately help make Glona self-sufficient.
Since the organization isn’t official,
it is going through other JMU organizations to fundraise and for support. It received its first donation from Gamma
Sigma Sigma National Service Sorority,
and others are beginning to show interest
as well. The students have already set up
fundraising events with the Asian Student
Union to collect independent donations
on the commons on Nov. 7. Circle K, who
is doing concessions for the Homecoming
Game, is giving half the proceeds to the
Glona project. It’s hard to say how much
has already been raised, since many events
are in the process of happening and the
charity group is still establishing its official
account.
“We’ve gotten nothing but support so
far,” said Wolf, who isn’t worried that they
cannot be named an official organization
on campus. Due to budget cuts, the organization, which missed the application deadline anyway, feels if they had applied, they
would have been turned down anyway.
“Ultimately I think it’s going to end
up helping us because this way we can
work through other organizations to get
our name out there,” Wolf said. “It would
be hard on our own as a new JMU organization to get enough interest to raise the
money we need to.”
The interest for this project first came
about from letters students received from
children they helped at the Glona school.
“They kind of see us as-it sounds cliché to say-but they see us as hope,” Wolf
said. “They know we have all these resources that they don’t, so they knew we were the
people to ask.”
The JMU students spent their days at
two schools, New Horizons and Glona, trying ot help the underprivileged children.
They played games, taught them English,
saw how they interacted with each other,
tutored and kept them intellectually involved.
“They loved every one of us; they really
appreciated every one of us,” said Jeff Wasserboehr, a senior SMAD major.
These children spend their days working in the marketplace with their family for
hardly any money from sunrise until they
attend school around 3 p.m., then go home
See GLONA, page 5

courtesy of JENNIFER ARTHUR

JMU students intend to raise $20,000 for a school in Ghana to build a new school. The money will be loaned
to the Glona Academy through Kiva, a micro financial loan corporation, at a zero-percent interest rate.

Prof. Wins Career Award
Kathleen Arthur honored for exemplary achievement
from the Southeastern College Art Conference
By AMANDA CASKEY
contributing writer

She was the pioneer of Madison Digital Image Database. She
started the semester in Florence
program for art and art history
majors. Now JMU professor
Kathleen Arthur is being recognized for her work by winning the
Award for Exemplary Achievement by the Southeastern College
Art Conference.
The SECAC is a nonprofit organization that seeks to promote
the visual arts in higher education. Although they represent 12
states in the southeastern-most
part of the country, their membership expands throughout the
country and around the world.
Arthur served as the art history program co-chair in 1983
and has since chaired sessions in
renaissance, medieval and renaissance/baroque art history from
1985 to 2004. She was also the
Virginia representative on the
SECAC Board of Directors from
1999 to 2005.
The Award for Exemplary
Achievement is awarded to someone who exhibits a deep commitment to his or her practice and
teaching of art. The conference
recognizes personal and profes-

sional development
and
long-standing
service in itsaward
winners.
Arthur was nominated by two of her
colleagues, Professor
Leslie Bellavance, director of the School
of Art and Art History, and Christina Updike, visual resource
specialist in the Visual Resources Center
in the School of Art
and Art History.
“When I saw the
call for nominations
on the SECAC Web
site, that’s when I
called Leslie,” Updike
said.
Together,
they
wrote a nomination
letter to the conference describing the
tremendous amount
HOLLY FOURNIER/contributing photographer
of effort Arthur had
put into the depart2001. She was also the direcment and how deserving she was tor of international programs
of the award.
in the 1990s; these programs
Arthur has had many contribu- became more global because
tions to the School of Art and Art of her active participation.
History. Among her achieve“Her work as director of the
ments are the semester in Florence program and as director
Florence program, which she
started in 1984 and ran until
See ARTHUR, page 5

Exploring Campus Faith >> Part Three

It’s Not All About God
By ANNA YOUNG
The Breeze

Is there a God? Is there an afterlife?
What is religion?
These are some of the questions that the
Freethinkers, a group of atheists and agnostics, consider every week.
The Freethinkers, composed of 10 to
15 individuals on any given week, meet
Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m. in the Airport
Lounge to discuss matters from religion and
faith to culture and society.
“It’s an outlet for students who aren’t
necessarily religious... but we’re really there
to provide discussion for people who want to
think outside of the religious box,” said Clare
Sieren, the president of the Freethinkers.
Considering what’s outside the confines
of religion and casting a positive light on
those who don’t necessarily adhere to religion are two of the central ideas of the
Freethinkers.
“We’re not out to attack faith, we just
have different beliefs,” Sieren said. “I think
it’s important for people to be aware that
there are atheists and agnostics and people
who don’t necessarily fit into preconceived
notions of a religion.”
This school year in particular, the
Freethinkers are trying to promote awareness of nonreligious people and dispel misconceptions about atheists and agnostics.

“I’ve heard that if you don’t have
religion, you’re not moral,” said Sieren,
adding that atheists also aren’t gothic,
black-wearing Satan-lovers. An atheist is
someone who doesn’t believe in any God
and believes in the natural world, whereas
an agnostic is someone who isn’t sure if
there’s a God or who believes that one
can never know whether there is a God,
according to the senior biology major.
On Wednesday, the Freethinkers
are co-hosting a speaker with Campus
Crusade for Christ. Salvador Cordova,
who is an intelligent design apologist, will
be making a “Case for a Creator” in Zane
Showker Hall 103 at 7:30 p.m.
The Freethinkers are a dynamic part
of the Interfaith Coalition, whic promotes
the existence of non-faith groups on campus.
“Why not join and add another color
to the wheel?” asked Sieren.

Bring Your Own Spirituality
While some may not prescribe to any
religious beliefs, others don’t know where
to begin when forming their faith. In
this case, Bring Your Own Spirituality, a
Unitarian/Universalist organization may
be of some benefit. BYOS’ president, Liz
Ross, thinks open-mindedness about religion is vital to understanding each other.
See INTERFAITH, page 5
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CLARK: General Offers Strategies
Clark, from front

DAVID CASTERLINE/contributing photographer

Dwight Clark gets his face scanned to be turned into a 3-D mask.

PRINTER: New Technology in ISAT
Printer, from front

order was placed at 4 p.m. and it was on the president’s desk at 8 a.m.
the next morning.
Students and faculty are invited to use
“I really enjoy the setting because our business is almost always
tangible — someone asks for something and we deliver them
something they can pick up, feel and experience,” said Greg Paulsen,
graduate assistant in the lab.
Today, development in materials, customers’ demands and the
power of technology combined have created a powerful tool for
companies that need to make complex parts stronger, faster and
cheaper.
Former student Luis Folgar, currently working at Paramount
Industries Inc., said, “You can see it in the lab how, using SLS, you can
quickly fabricate a mold cavity in metal to be used in the injection
molding machine… outputting thousands of parts in a matter of a
couple hours, opening the feasibility door for complex products that
need to be mass-produced.”
The technicians have high hopes for the future of this
technology.
“In 10 years every single one of us will have some type of 3-D
printer in our homes,” Dart said.

country, with a weak central
government. We’re not going to
change that right away. Keep the
central government weak just
keep people from killing each
other. How? By giving them economic hope.”
As far as the larger War on
Terror goes, Clark further advocated the need for diplomacy
with other nations.
“America to be safe has to
make more friends and fewer
enemies in the world, you can’t
win a war against terrorists by
just killing people, you have to
change the minds of people.”
Clark then shifted his focus
to Iran and the controversy surrounding its nuclear program.
“I’m not in favor of Iran having nuclear weapons, but with
the right kind of international
oversight there is nothing wrong
with Iran having nuclear power.”
Clark drew mixed reactions
from students who attended.
“I agreed with most of it,”
said senior Tristan Fessel. “I like
the fact that he explained every
position and strategies in Iraq
and how it is about economic
hope.”
Freshman Seth Greenwood
felt that Clark’s speech was too
one-sided, since he failed to
mention McCain once.
“Personally I really disliked
it,” Greenwood said. “It was a
good speech, it was very wellspoken, but he was biased and
didn’t show both sides.”

DAN GORIN/contributing photographer

Retired Gen. Wesley Clark spoke against the Bush adminstration at
Court Square Theater on Wednesday night.
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Unlike Past Elections, Both Candidates Support More Diplomacy

The Washington Post
WASHINGTON - Diplomacy is back.

In sharp distinction with other recent presidential contests, the candidates from both major parties now equate American strength overseas
with a willingness to work closely with other nations and within international institutions. Thus McCain and his Democratic rival, Sen. Barack
Obama, are battling over who can best work with allies, engage nations
and raise the United States’ global standing. The two men even made
highly publicized overseas trips in the midst of their campaigns, with
Obama meeting leaders in the Middle East and Europe, and McCain
making similar stops — as well as touring Canada and Latin America.

In the 2004 campaign, by contrast, President Bush scorned the
Democratic nominee, Sen. John Kerry for suggesting that U.S. foreign
policy needed to pass a “global test” to be legitimate. In the 1996 race,
Republican Sen. Bob Dole, Kan., railed against the United Nations, spitting out with scorn the name of then-U.N. Secretary - General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali. In 1992, the campaign of Democratic challenger Bill
Clinton printed T-shirts mocking the “around-the-world tour” of President George H.W. Bush, listing every country he had visited amid a period of U.S. economic turmoil.
Robert Kagan, a foreign policy expert who has advised the McCain
campaign, said the current campaigns are responding to a feeling among
Americans that the U.S. image has faltered among other democracies, in

part because of the detention of terrorism suspects at Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba and allegations of torture. “Clearly, Americans — and not just the
liberal elites — are not happy with the bad reputation we have around
the world,” he said. “We do care what others think.”
Of course, McCain and Obama differ sharply on some foreign policy issues, notably how long to prosecute the war in Iraq. McCain has
sought to portray Obama as naive and inexperienced in foreign affairs,
seizing on the Illinois Democrat’s comment during the primary debates
in which he expressed willingness to meet with the leaders of Iran, Syria, Cuba, Venezuela and North Korea within his first year as president.
Obama later amended that to say such meetings would occur only after
extensive preparation by lower-level officials.
McCain has also signaled that he would take a tougher line on Iran,
seeking to quickly enact enhanced political, economic and financial
sanctions shortly after taking office — a diplomatic push that could
cause tensions with European allies.
But McCain’s aides say he would also take dramatic steps in his first
100 days to reassure allies, including issuing an executive order closing
the Guantanamo detention center and transferring detainees to U.S. facilities.
The Obama campaign has tended to ignore the Bush administration’s second-term shifts, instead painting all of the Bush years as a disaster for diplomacy.
“Eight years of bluster and refusing to engage our adversaries has
clearly left the United States less safe and less respected in the world,”
spokesman Hari Sevugan said. “Barack Obama emphasizes diplomacy
because he wants to use all elements of American power — including
the power of direct, aggressive American diplomacy with all nations —
to create new opportunities to protect the American people.”
But Kagan, the McCain adviser, said it is difficult to overcome serious differences even with some of Washington’s closest allies, including
whether to contribute more troops to Afghanistan and how strongly to
confront Russia.
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GLONA: 95 Percent of Ghanians
Make Less Than Four Dollars a Day

INTERFAITH: Group
Aims to Learn About
Other Religions
Interfaith, from page 3

courtesy of JENNIFER ARTHUR

Students at a school in Ghana learn English. Children attend four grade levels then progress to middle
school after completing these four grades. The Glona Project hopes to raise awareness at JMU and inthe
community

Glona, from page 3

three hours later it and start all over
again.
“It was really neat to see how
happy they are. They have so much
energy and they’re all just always
happy, always smiling,” Wolf said.
The main source of income for
most families is selling food and
products on the streets through bartering and haggling.
“That’s how they’re going to
feed their family that day, that’s how
things are done,” Wolf said.
According to a Global Network
income report on Accra, Ghana,

about 48 percent of the metropolitan
population have income levels below
the World Bank’s absolute poverty
threshold of $307 per capita, per annum and 95 percent make less than
four dollars a day.
The proposed building would increase the chance for education not
supported by the government. These
children attend four grade levels,
which differ from western standards
in different context from ours, and
once they graduate from that school,
which not many do, they attend
middle school.

“I think they had maybe one or
two people in the last couple years
that completed that,” Wasserboehr
said.
The Glona Project hopes to gain
support and awareness from the
JMU community and has already accomplished more than they thought
possible. This study abroad program
has been running for more than 12
years and a group of 25 students attends each year. The Glona Charity
Group is hoping that their efforts
will expand each year with returning groups.
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“In my apartment last year,
we were all different faiths; one
of my roommates was Muslim,
one of them was Christian and
I was a Jewish Unitarian,” Ross
said. “The more we learned
about each other, the stronger
our own faiths became.”
This mentality carries over
into Ross’ leadership of BYOS,
which in a way is an interfaith
organization.
“There’s an underlying
understanding that we come
from different backgrounds,”
the graduate student said. “But
we’re all here to learn from each
other. From learning about other
people you gain understanding
about yourself.”
Kevin Caran, who advises
BYOS with his wife, Julie, agrees
with Ross.
“We feel that it is important
to have a group like BYOS on
campus because it recognizes the
inherent worth and dignity of
all people, whatever their background or perspective, and provides a safe space for open and
honest discussion about religion,
spirituality and personal philosophy,” Caran said in an e-mail.
At the beginning of the
semester, Ross consistently chose
the meetings’ discussion topics
for each meeting.
However, in the last few
weeks, Ross has opened the
floor for whatever topics other

members feel like discussing, or
she will give them a choice of
topics.
This group, which became
an official organization in 2006,
it meets on Mondays from 6
p.m. to 7 p.m., usually in Taylor
307. Topics range from learning about other religions from
Judaism to Wicca, religious holidays and other spiritual matters
that vary from week to week.
“One week it was God, one
week it was love, one week it was
death,” Ross said.
There are about five or six
consistent members who attend
meetings from a mixture of
faiths from across the board:
Unitarian, Christian, Baha’i,
Buddhism and Wicca.
“We’re pretty small so manpower is kind of hard to get,”
Ross said, adding that she’s
asked the Freethinkers and
other faith-based groups about
initiating dialogue between
them. Anyone and everyone is
welcome to join the weekly dialogues, however.
“We’re part of the Unitarian/
Universalist faith but you don’t
have to be a Unitarian to be part
of the group,” Ross said. One of
the principles of Unitarianism is
a free and responsible search for
truth and meaning, “which is
literally where you explore the
religions and faiths and beliefs
and talk about them and discuss
them,” Ross said.

Libertarian Offers
A Third Option

ARTHUR: ‘Work is an Inspiration
to Students and Colleagues Alike’
“Since the creation of the MDID, Arthur has conand assistant vice president of International Programs at tributed invaluable feedback to the MDID development
JMU demonstrates her long-term commitment to interna- team on issues of content, image data and software
tional education,” Bellavance said.
features to enhance teaching and learning,” Bellavance
Among one of her most important
said.
contributions to the university was the
With all of her achievements,
introduction of the Madison Digital
it was no wonder why Arthur
Image Database.
came to Updike’s mind when
“Dr. Arthur was a pioneer in tranthinking about the nominasitioning from teaching art history
tion. According to Arthur, the
with 35 mm slides to digital images,”
award was a “complete surprise.”
Updike said.
Updike and Bellavance kept the
Arthur said Kodak was going to
nomination a secret from Arthur;
fade out the use of slides; this was
Updike said, “I couldn’t say anya problem because that is what the
thing to her.”
art department used in its teaching
Arthur’s contributions to the
practices. The MDID project started
School of Art and Art History
in December 1997 out of necessity. — CHRISTINA UPDIKE
is not just beneficial to her colThis project was funded by an internal
leagues in the department, they
Visual Reference Specialist
grant, written by Arthur and Updike,
affect everyone. According to
through the Center for Instructional
Updike, “her dynamic leadership
Technology.
in the art history area has been
MDID allows for the transfer of
so important for the school and
slide images and the purchase of new
the students.”
digital images to offer a different teachBellavance agreed.
ing approach. According to Arthur, MDID created a “smart
“Her work is an inspiration to students and colclassroom” in which the images could be shown through leagues alike.”
the use of more advanced technology. The most impressive
Currently, Arthur is the associate curator of the
part of this project is the fact that it isn’t specifically for the Madison Art Collection and is working on researching
School of Art and Art History; it is shared with all classes Medieval Renaissance and baroque art and finding a
throughout JMU and with other institutions.
way to make it more available to the community.
Arthur, from page 3

“

Dr. Arthur was a
pioneer in transitioning... from
35 mm slides to
digital images.

”

JESSICA DODDS/The Breeze

Libertarian senatorial candidate and national committee chairman Bill Redpath spoke to Madison Liberty on Wednesday in ISAT.
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ACROSS

1 Mushroom part
4 Demonic
8 Vatican-related
13 Heiss on the ice
18 Hasten
19 Pianist Lupu
20 Venus' sister
21 Speak one's mind
22 Art Carney role
24 Art Tatum
recording of ’49
26 Paper quantity
27 - the Hyena (Capp
character)
29 Two - kind
30 Organ of equilibrium
31 South American
capital
34 Laotian native

38 Wholly
41 Art Rooney's team
46 Palindromic dictator
47 Wing-ding
48 Croquet arena?
49 Model Carre
52 Pub orders
54 Flask
57 Zimbabwe, formerly
61 Celebratory sufﬁx
62 Alliance
63 Tiriac of tennis
64 61, to Cicero
65 Hosp. areas
67 Stable youngster
70 Casino worker
73 Italian statesman
Aldo
75 Art Garfunkel's
partner
78 Travelers' aids
79 Food ﬁsh
81 Lhasa 82 Drink like 81
Across

83 Business abbr.
84 Conger or moray
85 "Jeepers!"
88 "Back in the -"
(’68 song)
92 Composer Verdi
95 Ms. Van Tassel
97 Yearn
98 "Hook" heavy
99 Chutzpah
101 Watch pts.
103 "Bali -"
104 Art Malik series
110 Annoying
113 Depart
114 Tabriz currency
115 Society column
word
116 Claire or Balin
118 Bouquet
121 Kite part
124 Art Sansom
cartoon
130 Art Fleming
hosted it

133 Arrested
134 Hire
135 Mine feature
136 Sportscaster Berman
137 Stout
138 Boca -, FL
139 Kansas city
140 TV chef Martin

SUPER CROSSWORD

DOWN

1 "Dark Lady" singer
2 Helper
3 Gridiron calls
4 Drop a brick
5 Tub
6 Superstar
7 Debussy's "Clair de -"
8 Schoolboy's shot
9 Joan Van 10 Mile High Center
architect
11 Part of A.D.
12 Permissible
13 Dovecote sound
14 Mil. address
15 More mature
16 Actor Patrick
17 Suspicious (of)
20 Reduce to smithereens
23 Skip
25 Abominate
28 Say please too
often?
32 Flavor enhancer
33 Problem solver?
35 Tropical spot
36 - impasse
37 Fresh
39 Walked
40 Ferrara ﬁrst family
41 Chanteuse Edith
42 Eric of "Nuns on the
Run"
43 - Bator
44 Rampur royalty
45 Fermi or Caruso
50 Long Island resort
51 At - and sevens
53 Baby bird?
55 Soybean product

56 "- Gay"
58 It holds plenty!
59 Lennon's widow
60 Tune
66 Caviar
68 Nile slitherer
69 Composer Franz
71 Actress Thurman
72 - New Guinea
73 Frenzied
74 Take place
75 Nest noise
76 Accuse tentatively
77 "Wuthering Heights"
setting
79 Russian jet
80 Agt.
82 Head

86 Fade, as a ﬂower
87 Move like molasses
89 Academic
90 "The Young Lions"
author
91 Harness part
93 Tipplers
94 Canyon sound
95 Swiss artist
96 - breve
100 Shoemaker's tool
102 Biol. or chem.
105 Mideastern title
106 Decathlete Bruce
107 Tower material?
108 "Waking - Devine"
(’98 ﬁlm)
109 Pro - (proportionately)

110 Foreword, for short
111 Change for the
better
112 New Hampshire
city
117 Soprano Gluck
119 California resort
120 Try again
122 Concept
123 Actress Fontanne
125 Encore exclamation
126 "- Bad Apple" (’71
song)
127 Select, with "for"
128 - -mo
129 Tons of time
131 Garage supply
132 Child welfare org.
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GREEN, PURPLE & GOLD

GUEST COLUMN
GINA WHANG, contributing writer

Obama’s Bad Judgment
His partisanship would dictate Supreme Court appointments
Abortion has always been an issue that has
been up in the air for me. I can take sides on
issues regarding taxes, healthcare, immigration, poverty, among others, but I have never
been able to make my mind up about abortion. From a simple Sunday-going church
perspective, it is easy to say that life begins at
conception and that aborting an unborn child,
or fetus — whichever you prefer — is wrong
and unjust. However, in recent years I’ve also
gained a secular perspective and have began to
realize that abortion is a convenient solution,
albeit loaded, to a problem a lot of women
inconveniently face. As a result of this ambivalence, I’ve thrown the issue to the back of my
mind and senselessly degraded its importance
by humoring myself and referring it as smushmortion (a reference to “Knocked Up”).
Abortion has always been one of the key
issues that defined a politician’s party status;
however, in this election it has become more
or less irrelevant. With the disastrous economic crisis, the war in Iraq and the rising issue
of healthcare, abortion has been put on the
backburner by America altogether. Thankfully,
someone decided to bring the issue back to the
attention of the candidates and the voters: Bob
Schieffer.
Amid questions about healthcare and
education in the final presidential debate,
Schieffer caught the audience rather off-guard
by raising the topic of abortion, a critical issue

that has been a driving concern in the past.
Of course, Obama espoused the Blue ideology
of a woman’s right to choose, while McCain
sided with the Red ideology of the sanctity of
life. But the question Schieffer proposed went
further than just the idea of abortion. Schieffer asked, “Could either of you ever nominate
someone to the Supreme Court who disagrees
with you on this issue?” The issue Schieffer
spoke of was the landmark Supreme Court
decision in Roe v. Wade.
Who are they kidding? Although both
candidates vowed to not perform a “litmus
test” on any potential Supreme Court candidates, it stands to reason that Obama wouldn’t
appoint a right-wing judge (nor would McCain appoint a lefty).
George W. Bush nominated three Supreme
Court justices during his terms in office (only
two were officially confirmed and appointed),
and all three judges were conservative. Before
Bush there was Bill Clinton, who appointed
two judges and neither of the two were conservative. The fact is that presidents can’t help
it. Ideally it would be nice to create a balance
of conservative and liberal judges, but when a
president is elected based on his platforms and
principles, the president cannot jeopardize his
stance on the issues by appointing a contradicting judge.
Of the two candidates, however, one was
able to not only answer Schieffer’s question

DARTS

An “I’d-rather-be-classy-than-juicy”
dart to Juicy Campus for plaguing JMU
with trashiness.
From a senior who thinks the online
poo-flinging should be left to “Gossip Girl.”

PATS

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and
printed on a space-available basis. Submissions
creatively depict a given situation, person or
event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.
Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org.

A “you-should-see-my-cardiologistbill” pat to the JMU football team for two
down-to-the-last-second, come-frombehind wins against rivals Richmond and
Villanova. I love you guys, but those endings... phew!
From an alumna who is still trying to get
her heart rate down and wondering where
all this football talent was in 1989.

A “you-can-AFFORD-to-wait” dart to
the girl in Daddy’s Jaguar who gave me a
dirty look when I tried to cross the street.
From a junior who has to pay for his
toys.

by defending the decision to nominate along
party lines, if subtly, but also proved that when
appropriate, he can overlook Blue and Red
principles. Although I anticipate that McCain
would not nominate someone who agrees with
Roe v. Wade, he has proved that he can don
the bipartisan hat and vote accordingly. In response to Schieffer, McCain said that he voted
for Justices Breyer and Ginsburg — both of
whom were nominated by Clinton — because
“elections have consequences when presidents
are nominated.” McCain then followed that
statement with a blow to Obama by accusing
Obama of not voting for certain justices “on
the grounds that they didn’t meet his ideological standards,” an argument that was not met
with the usual smug smile and head shaking
from Obama, surrendering this argument in
McCain’s favor.
McCain continues to prove his ability to
make decisions without stiff adherence to party
affiliation. Obama continues his act as a partisan. In fact, Obama stated that “it is very likely
that one of us will be making at least one and
probably more than one appointments and Roe
v. Wade probably hangs in the balance.”
If Roe v. Wade “hangs in the balance,” then
it seems Obama’s translation is: my nominee(s)
must pass a pro-choice litmus test.
GINA WHANG is a freshman political science
major.

An “epitome-of-jerkdom” dart to
Ghengis Khan for pouring molten silver
into the eyes and throats of his countless
enemies.
From someone who, until recently, wondered why silver was so expensive.
A “thanks-for-the-humor” pat to the
boys who had a foot-long carrot on their
table.
From a nearby onlooker who fantasized about stealing the carrot and running down the aisles of D-Hall and doing
backflips off the walls to escape. How epic
would that be?

GUEST COLUMN
ERIC DANNER, contributing writer

GOP’s Rhetoric on Iran Dangerous
Bush, McCain and Palin’s posturing exaggerate the threat

You can buy a lot of things for a trillion
dollars. But a viable democracy in the Middle
East doesn’t seem to be one of them. After five
long years in Iraq and more than 4,000 dead
soldiers, many Americans have lost their zeal
for forcibly democratizing the Middle East.
This is perhaps best reflected by the record-low
approval ratings of the Bush administration.
Yet somehow the ascent of Bush’s proxy, John
McCain, is an item of consideration in this
election.
A few weeks ago, during the vice presidential debates, I was taken back to 2001 when
George W. Bush proclaimed that terrorists
“hate our freedoms: our freedom of religion,
our freedom of speech, our freedom to vote
and assemble and disagree with each other.”
This overblown claim has been debunked by
reality in Iraq. The country became a hotbed
for terrorism and fanaticism only after we
invaded and it became clear that we had no
intention of leaving. Even so, the McCain
campaign has already begun preparing the
American people for the next chapter in our
crusade for global democracy: Iran.
During the debates, Sarah Palin offered
the same set of tired deceptions and halftruths about Iran that were used to justify the
invasion of Iraq, claiming that they take issue
with “what we stand for, with our freedoms,
our democracy, our tolerance, our respect for
women’s rights.” Sound familiar? While Iran
is certainly an issue that must be addressed,
this should not, this cannot, be accomplished
through more Bush-style diplomacy at
gunpoint. Our country simply cannot afford
another war; we can’t even afford Iraq. We
also lack the military resources to properly
prosecute such a conflict without instituting

a draft. Soldiers are already serving two and
three tours in Iraq and Afghanistan due to a
lack of available troops. Furthermore, an invasion of Iran would make our present debacle in
Iraq look like a picnic. Beyond all this remains
the fact that Muslim objections to the United
States have nothing to do with our freedom.
Sarah Palin also claimed that Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad is a “dangerous dictator” with
whom we cannot even negotiate, as it would be
“downright dangerous.” Yet previous Repub-

invasion
“ of...an
Iran would

make our present
debacle in Iraq
look like a picnic.
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lican administrations (Eisenhower, Nixon,
Reagan, Bush, etc.) have opted to negotiate with more daunting adversaries, such as
the nuclear-armed Soviet Union. Today, top
American generals are calling for this exact approach in Afghanistan to bring the Taliban to
the bargaining table. It is also difficult to take
Palin’s position seriously, given that the United
States funnels billions of dollars each year to
Saudi Arabia to prop up one of the most repressive, despotic tyrannies on Earth: the Saudi
royal family, a regime to which the Bush family
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has close personal ties.
So really, what is Iran’s problem with the
United States? It could be that American
women are allowed to vote. Or, it could have
something to with the 1953 joint-operation
between the CIA and British Intelligence that
deposed Mohammed Mossadegh, the democratically elected prime minister of Iran after
he sought to nationalize Iran’s oil industry so
that his country would keep the profits, instead
of handing over 85 percent to what would later
become British Petroleum. We then installed
the pro-Western autocrat Shah Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi, who ruled until the 1979 Iranian
Revolution. The United States would later sell
arms, including chemical weapons, to Iraq
during the eight-year Iran-Iraq War in a deal
brokered by Donald Rumsfeld. In 1988, the
U.S. Navy accidentally shot down an Iranian
passenger aircraft, killing 290 civilians. My intention here is not to malign the United States
or to absolve Iran of responsibility for its role
in exacerbating the situation.
I ask you to consider which explanation
makes more sense: Does Iran hate democracy,
or is it fed up with the U.S. government/military interfering in its domestic affairs?
Americans must not allow themselves to be
taken in by the rhetoric and posturing of the
McCain campaign. A vote for John McCain
is a vote for another four years of the Bush
Doctrine (McCain voted with Bush more
than 90 percent of the time). Our economy is
crumbling, we have lost our national prestige,
and we are now hated around the world. We
cannot afford another four years of alienating
our allies and uniting our enemies.
ERIC DANNER is a senior political science major.

Go Take
A Hike

Everywhere I look I see advertisements for companies
that are “going green.” I can’t go a day without hearing
the words “stewardship” or “sustainability.” From a quick
glance at our generation, it looks like
we are the most environmentally
aware bunch since the Neanderthals.
But in treating “the environment”
as an external resource that we must
protect, we lose sight of what we are
protecting and why it is so important
to us. Have we plastic-wrapped nature
and put it in a dead-bolt box?
About a month ago, I, along with
14 other Dukes, piled into a big white
ANNE
DREYFUSS van and set off down a few country
roads into the George Washington
National Park near Briery Branch. We had all signed up for
the UREC-sponsored program “Yogis take a hike.”
Our group got along well and conversation flowed
freely. Our ages ranged from Eagle Hall freshmen to
seventh-year seniors. We swapped stories about travels in
South America, Israel and Africa. Girls in North Face jackets joked with boys in Tevas. We formed a nice group.
But when we all got to the trailhead, I suddenly felt unsettled. I checked to see if I had forgotten anything. Water
bottle? Check. Yoga mat? Check. Cell phone? Check.
Wait.
I suddenly realized the source of my unease. What was
UREC doing in an Appalachian forest?
I didn’t feel like we — well, mostly I — belonged there.
I felt like a visitor, going into the woods for my biannual
dose of nature and expecting the birds to chirp and the
branches to sway like in all those National Geographic
documentaries.
While everyone continued on with the good vibes that
we started in the parking lot of UREC, I moved to the
front to try to separate myself from the group. When I had
walked far enough from the chatter of my peers, I tuned
my ears to pick up a more subtle tone.
What I heard took my breath away.
The wind whispered through the crisp late-summer
leaves. Dry twigs crunched under my feet. I noticed the
variety of shapes, shades and sizes of the plant pedals and
the contrast of the bright blue sky with the deep red bark
on the pines.
While we sit in our offices and classrooms, watching
the changing of the seasons on an overhead projector and
studying the angle of the earth’s tilt in relation to the suns
rays, we miss what’s real. We forget that 10 miles outside of
Harrisonburg’s city limit there is a mountain range that’s
more than 500 million years old, with its own ancient wisdom, in a language of nature that we barely understand.
As I stumbled over fallen firs and brushed past extended tree limbs, I caught glimpses of the effortless intertwining of the forest ecosystem. I saw squirrels scatter up tree
trunks. I felt the cold moss growing on rocks warmed by
the sun. Everything seemed to fit. Every element had its
place.
What is environmentalism? Is it a college degree in
environmental studies? Or is it simply the act of allowing
that unfathomable force that we find when we go out into
the forest, to affect you, teach you — change you?
As we neared the summit of the hike, the sounds and
smells of the forest began to feel familiar. In the short time
that it took to get from the asphalt parking lot at the base
of the mountain to the thick of deep green trees near the
middle, I began to feel like I had a place in the woods.
Near the top of the mountain, one of the girls in the
group heard a rattling sound. The group leader went ahead
of everyone to survey the area and found a rattlesnake
that had slithered out from underneath a rock. Instead of
fearing for our safety and turning around, the group just
waited for the snake to go back home underneath the rock
and then respectfully hopped over the rock, one by one.
The view from the lookout point was a panorama of
green, red and yellow trees. The UREC instructor led
through yogic sun salutations and warrior poses on the top
of the mountain. Instead of the balancing to Enya (which
usually accompanies UREC yoga), our class harmonized
with the buzzes and chirps of the forest. After our final
relaxation pose, we sat silently together at the top of the
mountain.
As I sat, I noticed how similar my skin tone is to the
tan spots on a doe’s tail. I understood why the rattlesnake
got scared and made a threatening noise when he heard
strangers approaching. In the silence, I listened to my
surroundings. And despite all the wrongs I’ve done to her,
nature eagerly taught me her lessons.
It felt good to rest my muscles and sink into a relaxed
daze on the ride back. I talked with new friends about
plans for the weekend and watched men directing horses
and buggies home for dinner.
I came back down that mountain in a different frame of
mind than I went up with. That feeling remained with me
all the way back to the UREC parking lot and incorporated
itself into my life at JMU.
I never left the mountain. I couldn’t — because at the
bottom, I now knew something. There was no real difference between the mountain and me.
ANNE DREYFUSS is a junior media arts & design major.
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Our Evermore Paradoxical System
It will take more than just a policy prescription to fix America’s civic life
Politics is full of paradoxes and contradictions.
One paradox for myself is that as a political science
major, I should already have leaned to one side and
be fired up about a particular
candidate and fired up about
voting. However, I am not.
Four years into examining the
complex dynamics of politics
home and abroad and the
very culture that streams the
discipline, I join the many
who stand smack in the middle of the crossfire from right
and left, top and bottom. Our
JEFF
nation’s entire public culture
GENOTA
— from the voters upward —
is lost and broken, and needs to be fixed.
Take Tuesday, Nov. 4 for example. Can someone explain the insanity of not making Election
Day a national holiday so every registered voter
can vote? If you ever talk about change, please address the paradox before you talk about anything

else. Heck, why not vote over two days or a weekend? How much easier would it be? Oh, and the
Electoral College is woefully outdated. It should be
sitting in an antique store next to wigs and tights.
And, isn’t it despicable
that a small county or
a “swing” state gets to
decide who the next
president is? I mean,
isn’t that the job of
the entire electorate?
We create countries
like Japan and Iraq
to be parliamentary
systems, but we are
deadlocked in our
own electoral red
tape?
Can we please do away with the midterm elections? One contributor to the anemia of Congress
is that is that around 468 legislators (87 percent of
Congress) have to face the voters every two years.

Meaning that members of Congress have to prepare for another election, and we have to deal with
the earache of election bacchanalia every two years
and they hardly get much done. Then members of
Congress have to rely on
special interests to pay for
important costs like housing or family needs (or a
$121,000 payout because of
an escapade run amok) but
end up in Washington for
only four days of a week.
And they get a pat-on-theback pay raise, while our
parents ponder the costs of
paying for college tuition.
I find it hard to
stomach the fact that
people catch fever from the hype for candidates
and issues. Mere words like “hope” or “change” or
“honor” or “duty” awakes our consciousness to
stand up and rise as if we’ll fly away. Change I can

Our nation’s entire
“ public
culture — from
the voters upward —
is lost and broken,
and needs to be fixed.

”

JEFF GENOTA is a senior political science major.
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GUEST COLUMN
TERYN OGLESBY

Studying Abroad Offers Perspective

No stretching in public, no
eating in class and absolutely don’t
even think about wearing your flipflops outside the house. As outrageous as this may seem, “claro que
si” would be the unanimous agreement to such statements if you were
in Salamanca, Spain. Yes, you could
ignore these statements, but only if
you want to be on the receiving end
of many Spanish death stares.
These are just a few of the
cultural differences I experienced
while studying abroad this past
spring. After my first encounter
with my host mother speaking
rapid and incoherent Spanish to
my jet-lagged roommate and me,
I began wondering if I had made
the right choice in coming. Little
did I know the adventures to ensue
and lifelong friendships that would
develop from being forced outside
my comfort zone for four months in
a foreign country.

believe in? I’m not convinced. Country first? I’ve
seen otherwise. The paradoxical nature of politics
amplifies our dilemma as humans, what we preach
is almost never practiced, and actions are never
met perfectly with our words; yet we clamor for
and expect everyone else to measure up to our
standards of perfection.
I’m beyond blessed that I live in this country,
but it shall never be an object of utmost admiration. It is imperative for every registered voter to
vote, whatever their choice or persuasion. I myself
aim to send my absentee ballot, but I can never put
high trust in candidates, interest groups or an ideal
world brought about by a policy announcement.
Whether it’s change, country first or our refusal
to even participate in the process this election,
the country does need to change, but I agree with
Leo Tolstoy that “everyone thinks of changing the
world, but no one thinks of changing himself.” That
might help us address the paradox of human life.

I mean, we all agree that JMU is
one of the best places on the planet,
but how about a bit of comparison?
JMU does a great job of exposing
us to new ideas and ways of looking
at the world, but there is so much
to be gained in actually getting out
and experiencing these cultures.
Though it is a bit daunting to leave
your friends, family and the amazing D-Hall dining we all know and
love, learning in a different culture
truly opens your eyes to things you
wouldn’t otherwise have seen. I
was nervous about missing out on
things at JMU, but now I can’t imagine my life without the four months
spent in Spain.
The greatest thing about studying abroad through JMU’s Office
of International Programs (OIP) is
the amount of “over there” you get
to bring “back here.” Aside from
bringing home 31 amazing friends
from my program, I received 18

credit hours for both General Education and major classes without
any messy paperwork. JMU’s study
abroad programs also offer numerous financial aid packages that make
it affordable to anyone with a big
enough desire to travel. JMU also
takes care of the essentials while
you’re out there — the program fee
itself covered everything from food
to housing to group travel on the
weekends. I was able to see more
than 10 cities in eight regions of
Spain and learned in a classroom
constructed of cathedral walls and
palace gardens.
Now, back in the classrooms of
Bluestone buildings, my experience
abroad has enriched my contributions to class discussions and
assignments. In almost every aspect
of my life, I find myself comparing
day-to-day activities here to those
of Spaniards and reflecting on what
makes both of our cultures tick.

2009-10 Study Abroad
Application Deadline: Nov. 3
Applications can be found at:

jmu.edu/international/abroad

Aside from footwear, we are not as
different as I originally thought.
We talk about diversity at JMU
and we immediately think of skin
color. World perspectives and diversity of the mind is what we really
need; it is what will affect change
in our campus and what we choose
to do with our lives after getting
that diploma. Our world is getting
smaller, so take advantage of an
opportunity such as study abroad
to step out of the classroom and live
what you are learning.
TERYN OGLESBY is a senior cultural
communication studies and Spanish
major.

Column Ignores Liberal Anger
I was extremely disappointed in the recent
column (“Conservative Anger Unjustified,” Oct.
23). Not only was it extremely biased, but it was
also factually incorrect. The supposed “kill him”
remark in response to Obama’s name at a recent
Palin rally has been called “unfounded” by Secret
Service operatives in the audience. Not one of
them reports hearing “kill him” yelled, and one
agent has been quoted saying he was “baffled” as
to why someone would report that.
The column was also clearly disdainful toward all conservatives, saying things like “seething rage,” “angry self-loathing” and “xenophobic,”
conveniently ignoring all of the angry liberals we
have seen this election cycle — people like Sandra Bernhard who said that Sarah Palin would be
“gang raped.” “Abort Palin” graffiti has shown up
on the streets of Seattle. Barack Obama himself
said conservatives “cling to their guns and religion.” Isn’t that angry? I guess according to some
the only way speech can be angry is if it’s said by
Republicans.
By no means do I think that we all need to
think the same, but I do think common decency
and respect should be extended to all people regardless of their opinion. In an election as important as the one taking place this year I hope The
Breeze will allow both sides to be heard.
Will Sowers
sophomore business major
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RENO 911! >> ‘Carpe F***’em’
By GABRIEL HENRIQUEZ

9

What Happens in Vegas

Comes to JMU

contributing writer

JMU was treated to the comedic style of actors/
comedians Carlos Alazraqui and Cedric Yarbrough
Friday night in the Wilson Hall auditorium.
The hour-and-a-half act was packed with standup comedy, off-the-wall impersonations, police-academy style sound effects, clips from their irreverently
funny “Reno 911!” TV show, a question-and-answer
section and a “Whose Line is it Anyway?”-type skit
done with a lucky JMU student.
Over the course of the evening, Alazraqui and
Yarbrough’s tag-team stand-up session began with
an impression-off competition and it was evident
that they had great on-stage chemistry as their styles
both contrasted and complemented each other. The
impression duel invoked many memorable characters, such as Alazraqui’s impression of President
George W. Bush as a Tom Tom portable navigation
system that offered the following advice to a lost
driver: “stay the course,” “you’re making progress,”
and (upon arriving at the “‘gangsta’ side of town”)
“mission accomplished.” Not to be outdone, Yarbrough put on a Bill Cosby impersonation, which
though erring on the safe side, was side-splitting.
Alazraqui, who plays Officer Garcia on “Reno
911!,” opened the show with hilarious and often
realistic impersonations of life as Russell Crowe,
Chris Rock’s reaction to a “floater” in the toilet and
a funny bit on how Sen. John McCain looks like a TRex when attempting “air quotes.” His solo stand-up
included many political jokes (often at the expense
of both current presidential candidates and at other
times awkwardly substituting Michelle Obama as
the woman with whom Bill Clinton “did not have
sexual relations with”). Other bits included barriers preventing world peace, musings on how one
never sees gay ghosts and his take on the Spanish
Empire of the 15th century as a “conquer and screw
program.”
See COMEDY, page 10

DAVID LONNQUEST/The Breeze

ABOVE: Cedric Yarbrough (front) and Carlos Alazraqui, the comedians of “Reno 911!,” perform stand-up in Wilson Hall on Friday night. Their act consisted of impersonations, a question-and-answer
session, an improvisational game and more. MIDDLE: The show wouldn’t have been complete without Yarbrough as Deputy James Garcia and Alazraqui as Deputy S. Jones in clips from the TV show.

Political

COMMENTARY by WHITTEN MAHER/The Breeze

Playlist:

Neil Young:

Coldplay:

Turn off cable news coverage and
tune in to this campaign compilation

Chris Walla:

Pedro The Lion:

Lauryn Hill:

4.
2.
3.
1.
5.

“Campaigner”

Of course, any playlist needs a
classic. The Canadian-born Neil
Young has been a fixture of American music for decades, leveling criticism at a number of administrations
in his music. But aside from his protest songs, “Campaigner” stands as a
softer, gentler track — if only because
it addresses a political utopia. Young
outlines an ideal world where, among
other things, “traffic cops are all
color blind.” Of course the infamous
President Richard Nixon, a favorite
target of Young’s, is the centerpiece.
Mellow and wishful, “Campaigner” is
the perfect escape from the polls and
pandering. Idealists, eat your heart
out.

Sound Bite: “Roads stretch out like

healthy veins/And wild gift horses
strain the reins/Where even Richard
Nixon has got soul”

HomeComing
2008
Events

“Violet Hill”

With sprawling crises haunting America, it wouldn’t be a stretch to say that Chris
Martin’s “long and dark December” is
upon us. The notion of banks becoming
cathedrals certainly reflects our preoccupation with the institution of capitalism, and
the bit about priests with Bibles and rifles
harkens back to Sen. Barack Obama’s halfformed remark about what rural voters
“cling to.” Coldplay has engaged in activism
before, but they’ve rarely been so overtly
political as when Martin not-so-subtly alludes to our current administration. An
alternative music video for “Violet Hill,”
titled “Dancing Politicians,” can be found
on Coldplay’s YouTube page. Composed
of video footage of world leaders, it presents President George W. Bush orchestrating the whole musical affair, which ends in
fireworks morphing into explosions.

Sound Bite: “When the future’s ar-

chitectured/By a carnival of idiots on
show/You better lie low”

“Archer v. Light”

“A Mind of Her Own”

When Death Cab For Cutie drummer Chris Walla released his solo album
in January, he probably did not anticipate
Sen. John McCain (far from a favorite at
the time) ascending to the top of the Republican ticket. Nevertheless, this standout track has become the musical embodiment of the maverick’s campaign.
The song addresses the political culture
of Washington and could be vaguely applied to any politician, but Walla’s direct
address to a “grand old senator” has
startling parallels to the current GOP
nominee. Assuming the role of a humble librarian (coincidentally recalling an
incident from Gov. Sarah Palin’s career
in Alaska), Walla represents the scores
of voters who demand vindication from
their candidates. Even McCain supporters might admit that they want “to see
[his] heart of gold again.”

We might be in the midst of a nasty
campaign, but it all pales in comparison
to this. Pedro the Lion’s 2000 album “Winners Never Quit” is one big narrative, telling the story of a political candidate who
would do anything to win — whatever
dirty tricks you can think of, this guy’s
apparently done it. A highlight of the album, this track picks up as he tries to justify his actions to his wife (and himself).
He explains his devious acts in the name
of victory, which is surely better than a
principled loss. She isn’t buying it. Darkly
energetic and foreshadowing tragedy, “A
Mind of Her Own” abruptly ends as the
candidate informs his wife that “you’re
not calling anyone” — right before he
makes sure of it.

still hear/With all the mics in your ears?”

men/For their own selfish gain”

Sound Bite: “The victory is ours at

“The Mystery of
Inequity”

Nominated for a Grammy without
any radio play, “The Mystery of Iniquity” is a raw tour-de-force. If it sounds
at all familiar, it’s because Kanye West
had Hill’s vocals performed (she refused permission for sampling) for his
2004 single, “All Falls Down.” In a little
more than five minutes, Hill ruthlessly lists a laundry list of injustices, the
flip-side of the American Dream. The
result is simultaneously as poetic and
scathing as humanly possible, especially when she mentions “high-profile
gladiators in bloodthirsty arenas.” Even
if she cites our current administration,
the song is above all a well-founded indictment of the entire system — and a
timeless call to action.

last/I’ve beat them at their own dirty Sound Bite: “When the son of perdiSound Bite: “Roman Senator, can you game/They pervert the words of Godly tion is Commander in Chief/The standard

MONDAY:
Banner Contest

THURSDAY:
‘Purple Out’ Shirt Distribution

WHAT: Campus organizations decorate
banners with the theme of “The Paw Spangled Banner.” Students vote for the best.
WHERE: Transitions, Warren Hall
WHEN: All day
PRICE: Free

WHAT: SGA will be handing out
“Purple Out” T-shirts during the
Homecoming Pep Rally.
WHERE: The Quad
WHEN: 6:30 p.m.
PRICE: Free

is thief/Brethren, can we candidly speak?”

SATURDAY:
Step Show
WHO: Center for Multicultural
Student Services
WHAT: Step Show
WHERE: Wilson Hall Auditorium
WHEN: 6:30 p.m.
PRICE: $10 in advance, $15 at door
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COMEDY: Duo is ‘Absolutely Hilarious’

COMEDY, from page 9

“I thought he had really good impressions
and side-effects noises,” freshman Kelsey Galer said. “A really funny part was when Carlos
was pretending to run a red light and hit the
old lady walking her dog.”
Yarbrough, also known as Deputy Jones
on the show, got his own time to perform
stand-up. However, unlike Alazraqui, he is a
rookie having only begun his stand-up “career” only two weeks ago. His approach to
comedy included pitch-perfect imitations of
Gnarles Barkley’s hit song “Crazy” and Marvin Gaye’s classic “Let’s Get It On,” showing
off his vocal capabilities, which sometimes
find their way onto “Reno 911!” The act was
rife with jokes about well-endowed males,
the Los Angeles party scene and a scene
for all us college students to “Carpe the
F***’em,” which, roughly translated from its
Latin roots means “seize the opportunities

to procreate,” according to the comedians.
“My favorite sketch was Carpe the F***’em.
I just thought it was hilarious,” said freshman
Jonathan Pilchard. “I think Cedric Yarbrough
did slightly better, though overall they both
did pretty well.”
The guys then presented a montage of their
characters’ misadventures on “Reno 911!” —
many of which have become famous online viral-videos. Many would recall the “That Gator
Don’t Bite” sketch from their feature film, or
the unfortunate “Surprise Birthday Shooting,”
in which Officer Garcia, upon being surprised
at his surprise birthday party instinctively fires
a shot at one of his guests. The montage epitomized the direction in which the show, and
contemporary humor, is headed: awkwardmoment humor has killed the punch-line
joke.
Some jokes fell on deaf ears as Alazraqui’s
impersonation of a typical JMU student be-

Watch the Game with Us
“Special Baseball Hour”
Tue 28th - Carbon Leaf 18+
Wed 29th - Blaten Vibe
Fri 31st- Mighty McFly - 80ʼs Covers
Halloween Costume Contest
Sat Nov. 1 Homecoming Concert

w/ Gonzoʼs Nose

Philly
Cheesesteak
$6.95

Every Thursday DJ. EX.CES.SIVE

8-9pm Rockbottom Specials
Ladies Free Before 9pm
Eat Here Mon. Tues. Wed
& Be A Thur V.I.P

Tampa
Fried Shrimp
$6.95

Mon - 5-9 All the Tacos you can Eat.
Wed - 35 cent Wings

YOUR PARTY STARTS HERE

ROCKTOWN GRILL
434.7282. Rocktowngrill.com

ing a “country boy” was not received well.
Other random tidbits, however, seemed to
enthrall the audience, such as Alazraqui’s
former claim to fame as the character Rocko
from the Nickelodeon kid’s show “Rocko’s
Modern Life.” But this excitement floundered
when, in Rocko’s voice, he sheepishly admitted to having no interesting stories to share
on the subject.
The duo lingered after the show to sign
autographs and take questions. A long line
quickly formed behind their table as they
graciously signed copies of their comedy
CDs, cracked jokes and spoke with the
students.
“They’re funnier in person! They get to
break out of their characters and be themselves, so it’s cool to see another side of them”
said junior Marie Steinbraker, moments after
having met them. “They’re absolutely hilarious and were very personable!”

DAVID LONNQUEST/The Breeze

Cedric Yarbrough is half of the traveling “Reno 911!” pair.

SPORTS

Editor: Matthew McGovern
Assistant Editor: Wes Shaw
breezesports@gmail.com
(540) 568-6709
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If you want unique access to Madison
players, coaches and press conferences,
e-mail breezesports@gmail.com for
information about writing opportunities.
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Dukes Tie Drexel in Double OT
Madison misses
chance to gain
ground in CAA
By ALEX VAN REES
The Breeze

DAN GORIN/contributing photographer

Sophomore forward CJ Sapong (18) scored JMU’s first goal in its 2-2 tie with Drexel on Saturday at home.

Although it rained throughout the morning and early afternoon Saturday, JMU men’s
soccer battled with Drexel in a wild, doubleovertime match. The game ended in a 2-2 tie,
sending JMU to a 6-6-3 overall record and
a tie for ninth place in the Colonial Athletic
Association, with a 3-4-1 conference mark.
“The game was very important for a
number of reasons,” JMU coach Tom Martin said. “We did our best to get three points
and pull this one off. If we would have won, it
would have put us in a good position for the
conference finals.”
The first half went well for Madison, with
sophomore forward CJ Sapong scoring the first
goal in the 24th minute. JMU held onto its lead
for the rest of the half.
“We played really well,” Sapong said. “We
had a couple mental lapses. They didn’t work
for their goals. We worked the ball around

and gave up two goals that we shouldn’t have.
We gave the game away.”
The second half was a different story.
Only three minutes into it, Drexel’s Anthony Bafile tied the game at one. JMU senior
midfielder Nick Zimmerman then gave the
Dukes the lead with just under 15 minutes
to play.
But, with less than three minutes left,
Max Crockett of Drexel scored the match’s

“

We had two chances
to win the game in
overtime and we
didn’t.

— TOM MARTIN

”

JMU men’s soccer coach

tying goal, sending the game into overtime
and eventually double overtime.
Overall, the Dukes had 26 shots and five
saves, while the Dragons shot 11 times and
had 22 saves.
“We were ahead 1-0 and then 2-1,” Martin
said. “We goofed off in the back and let the
See OVERTIME, page 13

Julien
Owns
Record

Junior sets Madison
mark for consecutive
games with a goal
By WES SHAW
The Breeze

Another JMU women’s soccer game, another Corky
Julien goal. It’s becoming a theme for the Dukes.
At the 23rd minute of the first half of Friday’s 2-1 win
over Northeastern, Julien scored her ninth goal in the
past seven games, setting the all-time mark at JMU for
consecutive games with a goal. Entering Friday’s contest,
the junior forward was tied with two former Dukes for
the school record.
Julien beat a NU defender in a
footrace to win the ball before she
entered the box. Her first shot was a
rocket that deflected directly off the
body of NU goalkeeper Stephanie
Gordon, sending the ball 15 feet
into the air. Julien out-fought and
out-jumped Gordon and a Husky
defender and headed the ball into
an open net.
With 26:30 remaining in the
second half, Julien added her sec- Julien
ond goal of the night and her 10th
over the streak. It was important insurance for the Dukes,
who surrendered a NU goal with 13 minutes left to allow
the Huskies back into the game.
In a key Colonial Athletic Association match Sunday,
JMU beat Hofstra 2-1 to move ahead of them for first place
in the conference. Julien scored another goal, extending
her streak to eight games, while adding an assist as well.
See RECORD, page 12

SETH BINSTED/The Breeze

Forward Corky Julien scored three goals and notched one assist this weekend as JMU moved ahead of Hofstra for first place in the CAA.

WEEKEND ACTION

Swim and dive extends dual meet win streak
STAFF REPORTS

HANK THORNHILL/contributing photographer

Lauren Fanelli, Natalie Abel and Lindsay Callahan have led the Dukes to an 11-15 record this season.

>> Volleyball

>> Swim and Dive

Volleyball was unable to win a game this
weekend in its two road matches, losing 3-0 to
William & Mary on Friday and to VCU by the
same score Saturday.
JMU fell to 11-15 overall and 4-5 in the
Colonial Athletic Association. As of Sunday,
the Dukes are sixth out of ten teams in conference with five matches remaining in their
regular season.
Against W&M, freshman Kelly Turner
had a team-high 11 kills, while senior Lauren
Miles led the Dukes with 26 assists. Sophomore Lindsay Callahan added 11 digs and five
kills in the losing effort.
Freshman Holly Wall led the Dukes in the
loss to Virginia Commonwealth, with 17 kills
and five digs. Miles again led the Dukes with
28 assists.

JMU women’s swim and dive improved
its dual meet winning streak to eight with
a 130-89 win over Radford on Saturday in
Harrisonburg.
JMU is now 3-0 this season, with a win
streak dating back to January.
On Saturday, the Dukes had the top finisher in every event and went one-two in all
but one.
Freshman Nicole Jotso, sophomore Layne
Eidemiller and sophomore Kristen Wolla each
won two events for the Dukes.
Eidemiller took both sprint freestyle races
with times of 25.25 seconds in the 50-yard freestyle and 55.53 seconds in the 100-yard free,
while Jotso has yet to lose in a dual meet diving event. She won the one- and three-meter
events Saturday to improve to 6-0.
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Record: Julien Alone at Top
RECORD, from page 11

their own destiny with one game remaining in
“She’s on fire right now,” JMU coach Dave the regular season before post-season play beLombardo said. “She thinks that anytime she gets gins on Nov. 4.
in the final third that she’s gonna score. That’s the
William & Mary is also 8-2 in the CAA, but
confidence a striker needs to
the Dukes won the head-tohave.”
head matchup, giving them
Julien has moved into
the advantage.
second on the CAA shots,
“If we win out, we’re in
point and goals list. She has
first place and that’s our mis71, 31 and 14, respectively,
sion right now,” Lombardo
and trails Georgia State’s Kay
said.
Harbrueger in each category.
Goalkeeper
Diane
Teresa Rynier was awardWszalek made a crucial
ed an assist on Julien’s second
save with just 30 minutes
goal Friday to extend her conleft to play to preserve
— Dave LOMBARDO
JMU coach
ference-leading mark to 12.
Madison’s then-1-0 lead
She has three more assists on
Friday. With two feet on
the season than second-place
the line, the sophomore’s
Stephanie Power of VCU.
outstretched arms were
With their win Sunday, the Dukes moved to enough to prevent the ball from squeezing in
8-2 in the CAA. An undefeated weekend, along below the cross bar. The ensuing corner kick
with a Towson upset over Old Dominion on Fri- was headed away by Julien and the Husky
day, allows the Dukes the luxury of controlling threat was killed.

“

If we win out,
we’re in first place.
That’s our mission
right now.

”

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
The Party Starts Here
with the Beanery’s
Party Platters!

b o s t o n b e a n e r y. c o m

Let us cater your tailgate!
Hot Platters
Beanery Wings
Chicken Strips
Con Queso Dip Platter
BBQ Ribs, Wings, Meatballs

Specialty Platters
Deli Cheese Tray
Turkey Bacon Club
Deli Meat & Cheese
Beanery Sub Club
1625 East Market St
H a r r i s o n b u r g , VA 2 2 8 0 1
540.433.1870

$39.99
$34.99
$39.99
$34.99

$39.99
$34.99
$19.99
$49.99

Go

D U K ES
A l l o rd e rs n e e d t o b e
i n by 5 p m o n F ri d a y
f o r n e x t - d a y p i c k u p.

1920’s 14K White Gold Filigree 0.79 Cts Diamond Ring
Old European Cut Center 0.79 cts SI2 SOFT YELLOW

This Week $1400
*All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com
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Big Ten May Send Another Team to Title Game OVERTIME:
By Chris Dufresne (commentary)
Los Angeles Times

Penn State kicked a field goal, and then Ohio
State did.
Ohio State tacked on another, and then Penn
State missed one.
And then, later, an Ohio State quarterback
fumbled, and before you knew it people were pulling Penn State’s backup quarterback out of a goalline pile that resulted, with six minutes 25 seconds
left, in the game’s only touchdown.
Joe Paterno, relegated to the Ohio Stadium press
box, looked down from high above, with Woody
Hayes possibly peering down from even higher.
What tension, what drama, what a job by the
chain gang moving those sticks — what in the hell
was that?
It was Penn State 13, Ohio State 6, that’s what
it was.
And you wonder why no one wants to see the
Big Ten Conference champion back in another
national title game.
On a day when top-10 Florida and Texas Tech
each scored 63 points, Oklahoma scored 58 and
Georgia scored 52, Ohio State and Penn State

pounded each other senseless, and almost pointless, in Columbus, Ohio.
The Nittany Lions are three wins — against
Iowa, Indiana and Michigan State — from finishing 12-0.
Whether that delivers Penn State to the Bowl
Championship Series title game Jan. 8 in South
Florida depends on what happens on the field and
what gurgles in six computers.
Penn State is No. 3 in the BCS, and probably
needs a loss from No. 1 Texas and No. 2 Alabama
to get in, if you believe the undefeated champions
of this year’s best two conferences, the Big 12 and
the SEC, deserve to settle it on the field.
If it’s a close race, though, with three unbeaten
teams vying for two spots. Might the USA Today
voting coaches turn on the Tide in order to make
sure Paterno is not denied?
If the choice is between Nick Saban or Paterno…?
Chances are one or both of Texas and Alabama
will slip up eventually, which would put Penn State
in position to deliver a fairy-tale ending to its hobbling coach, who turns 82 in December.
And if this happens, who cares? The story will
be better than another Big Ten team getting demolished by another SEC team.

The top 10 produced little chaos.
No. 1 Texas held on to beat No. 7 Oklahoma
State, 28-24, in Austin, Texas, and the moral of that
story is: These things happen.
Every national title winner can look back on a
close call or three. Just ask, um, Texas, which won
the big BCS sombrero three seasons ago, 41-38,
but only because the Longhorns stopped USC on
fourth and two.
Everyone remembers Ohio State finished 14-0
and won the national title in 2002 with a shocking
win over Miami in the Fiesta Bowl.
Most people don’t remember the Buckeyes won
games that year by six points (Penn State), five points
(Michigan) and four points (Cincinnati and Purdue).
Texas (8-0) survived — and advanced.
“When the No. 1 team is playing No. 6, I don’t
count that as a scare,” Brown said. “I call that a
close game.”
Alabama (8-0) survived Tennessee, and Penn
State survived Ohio State, setting up a possible
November to remember.
Texas, in consecutive weeks, has beaten Oklahoma, Missouri and Oklahoma State and now gets
to visit No. 8 Texas Tech next week in Lubbock.
Have a nice trip.

Men Tie Drexel
OVERTIME, from page 11

said. “We goofed off in the back and let the lead slip
away with less than three minutes left. We had two
chances to win the game in overtime and we didn’t.
It is very disappointing and we need to make better
decisions next time and execute better in the game.”
“At critical times, we did not manage the game
very well,” Martin said. “We let two points slip away,
which is very significant. We gave up a goal within
the last three minutes of the game. We made very
poor decisions near the end of the game. And a
combination of those things gave them a tie.”
A win Saturday would have given the Dukes
a fast track to the conference finals. But now their
postseason is in jeopardy.
“This was a huge game for us,” sophomore goalie
Matt White said. “It would have catapulted us way
up in the conference finals and we blew it tonight.”
JMU has three more games this season, all
of which are against teams in the conference. The
Dukes’ next match is Wednesday at 7 p.m. against
UNC Wilmington in Wilmington, N.C.

HAIL MARY: JMU’s
Prayer is Answered
HAIL MARY, from front

“I talked with one of their
coaches after the game and
said, ‘There’s just a lot of great
players in this league that can
make plays in the last two or
three minutes of games,’” JMU
coach Mickey Matthews said.
“Whether it’s us, or Richmond,
or Villanova or whoever.
There’s a lot of great players
and we talk about it, but you
gotta play ’til the end.”
Landers accounted for all 66
yards on Madison’s comeback
drive. He finished the game with
23 rushes for 133 yards, along
with 8-of-12 passing for 184
yards and three touchdowns.
But Villanova neutralized
Landers by keeping him off the
field for much of the third quarter, allowing the Dukes only one
drive that lasted 2:02. The Wildcats, on the other hand, had a
15-play drive that resulted in a
field goal and an 18-play drive
that lasted through the fourth
quarter. The latter ended with
VU quarterback Chris Whitney throwing a touchdown pass
to receiver Phil Atkinson, giv-

HARRISONBURG’S PREMIER GOLF CLUB
OFFERS YOU EXCLUSIVE STUDENT RATES!

SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP PRICES
From now until December 31 - $199
From now until May 31 - $349

$20 Greens Fee for 18 Holes
$15 Greens Fee for 9 Holes
4101 Shen Lake Drive
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Phone: (540) 434-8937 / Fax: (540) 432-1936
www.lakeviewgolf.net

ing Villanova a 19-14 lead with
14:09 left in the final period.
Madison’s defense struggled
to contain Whitney throughout the game, as he rushed 12
times for 65 yards and completed eight of 11 passes for 48
yards and a touchdown.
“The best quarterback we’ve
played this year was that kid tonight, because he competed so
hard,” Matthews said. “He moved
his team — he wasn’t pretty, we
just couldn’t tackle the guy.”
Villanova added another
element by frequently directsnapping the ball to receiver
Matthew Szczur, who rushed 14
times for 60 yards — including a
touchdown that cut JMU’s lead
to 14-10 going into halftime.
But ultimately, the Wildcats
were left with hope for the future, not a victory.
“This team is still alive,” VU
coach Andy Talley said. “We
played the No. 1 team in the
country extremely well. So for
me, as a coach, our job is to rally
the troops and get ’em ready to
play four more games and see if
we can become a playoff team.”
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Feed your future
Get the inside story
on working abroad.
Begin at www.pwc.tv
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CLASSIFIEDS
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How to Place an Ad

Visit: www.thebreeze.org/classifieds

5 Easy Steps!
Step 1: Select Log In from the menu.
Step 2: Register as a new user.
Step 3: Once Logged in, select

Step 4: Fill in the online form.
Step 5: Select “Click Here to Submit
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Payment Options:
Major Credit Cards: MasterCard,
Visa, Discover, American Express
Cash
Check

Your Ad” for payment and review

Deadlines:
Monday Issue: Friday 12PM
Thursday Issue: Tuesday 5PM

“Place New Ad” from menu.

Online: All classified ads are also placed on The Breeze website at no additional cost.

LECTURES ON THE APOCALYPSE,
All Welcome. Festival Hall, Basement
Rm.#6, Tuesdays, 7-9 pm. Hosted by:
Christian Kingdom College.

2 STUDENT FRIENDLY HOUSES
for rent for 2009-2010 academic year.
Close to campus. One year lease.
Call 810-3631 for details.
SIX BEDROOM HOUSE Elizabeth
St. June lease. three baths, recently
remodeled, excellent ﬂoor plan.
(540) 568-3068
TIRED OF THE “bargain” houses. A
cheap rent doesn’t always mean your
lowest total cost for housing. If you
think you deserve better, compare our
houses to the ones you’ve seen. We
think you will be pleasantly surprised.
www.castleproperty.com
(540) 564-2659
8-10 BEDROOMS Spacious housing
for 2009-2010. Compare our 8-10
bedroom
houses.
See
photos,
availability and prices at www.
castleproperty.com (540) 564-2659
HOUSE FOR RENT 282 Cantrell
Avenue (across from hospital) 3 br, 1.5
bath $1200/month. Off street parking,
DSL. May-June lease.
E-mail: cantrellhouses@gmail.com
HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR FALL
2009 - 1351 & 1353 South Main St, 166
Maryland, Townhouses: 1130&1132
Mountain View glbeatty@gmail.com
540-433-2126

APARTMENT FOR RENT 2 bedroom
& 2 bath Hunters Ridge apartment
available for rent for the 2009-‘10
school year. New microwave and fridge
plus W/D. Close to campus. $400 per
person. (703) 328-3394
PETS,
QUIET,
2
BEDROOM
APARTME Spacious & quiet 2 bedroom
apartments. $355 - $370 per person in a
6-unit student building. Fully equipped
with 1.5 baths, W/D, A/C, D/W and
large living & dining rooms. Close to
downtown and Memorial Hall. Cat
allowed. www.castleproperty.com (540)
564-2659

MAKE MONEY WHILE You Sleep!
I’m Kirk Clyatt, TV-3. I hope to soon
have my 6 year old son. I’m looking for
childcare in my home near Woodbine
Cemetery, from when I leave for work;
2:45 am until he leaves for school.
Kirk@KirkClyatt.com 432-0727 or
(540) 383-0012

WANTED: TWO HOMECOMING
TICKETS for Football Game Nov. 1,
non-student. fenwayray@msn.com or
text me at 601-368-1320.

ROOM IN TOWNHOUSE For Rent.
Available spring semester ’09, Copper
Beech. W/D, 2.5 bath, deck. (301) 6068033
DISCOUNT ROOM AVAILABLE
FOR Spring 2009 in Sunchase. Would
live with 3 really great girls, all in
graduate school. Quiet, clean and very
easy to live with. Will offer discounted
rate of $395/ month for third ﬂoor room.
Looking for someone to sublease ASAP.
Call 443-538-5911.

SURVEY TAKERS NEEDED: Make
$5 - $25 per survey. Do it in your spare
time. www. GetPaidToThink.com
NUDE MODELS NEEDED for art
classes. $12/hour. Part-time work. No
experience necessary. Classes meet
M/W 1:30-5pm and T/T 10:45am2:15pm and other times. Contact Laure
Stevens-Lubin, stevenla@jmu.edu.
DANCERS NEEDED AT Paradise City
in Mathias wva. (540)333-0300

Questions? Call 568-6127

ZION GLOBAL TRAVEL Book spring
break, Cruises, vacation package, ﬂights
tickets for good price all over the world.
www. Zionglobaltravel.com
call US and canada 1-800-780-5733
Europe 00-800-11-20-11-40
use discount code: 226832

GO DIGITAL.
www.breezejmu.org

ADOPTION JMU alumni seek to adopt.
Get to know us at www.helpusadoptnow.
com or call Christina and Mike at
(877) 337-0101

PLACE YOUR
CLASSIFIED
HERE!

The Breeze

is Now Hiring!
Interested in marketing
and public relations?

The Breeze is hiring a

Marketing
& Circulation
Coordinator

Apply Online
Today!
joblink.jmu.edu

The Breeze is looking for
a student who can
coordinate The Breeze's
marketing, public
relations and circulation
efforts.
Apply to be The Breeze's
Marketing and
Circulation Coordinator!

Serving James Madison University Since 1922
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